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QUALITY AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER FOR  
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

The Triumph Orthodontic Instrument line provides the orthodontic professional an exquisite product offering of 
instruments� The attention to detail in the engineering of these durable, high-quality instruments is unmatched  
in the industry�

Bonding pliers offer a 
smooth, radius joint

Instrument tips stay aligned 
and perform smoothly for 
stress-free use

Laser engraved part number 
and applicable wire sizes for 
easy identification

A� Maximum performance 
stainless steel insert 

B� Diamond-honed cutting 
edges

C� High-quality, corrosion 
resistant stainless steel 
forgings

D� Ergonomic design for 
maximum comfort and 
safety

E� Stunning satin finish 
reduces glare for precise 
treatment

Every instrument offers:

Triumph Instruments feature 
supreme quality backed by 
the following warranties:

• 10 years for Benders  
and Utility Pliers

• 7 years for Cutters
• 1 year for Mathieus

TRIUMPH  
ORTHODONTIC INSTRUMENTS
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INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH CUTTING INSTRUMENTS 

   ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Distal End Cutter (Safety Hold) 
Shear cuts hard wire, and can easily cut all types of wires ranging from  
�012" (�30 mm) to �021" x �025" (�53 mm x �64 mm)�

205-101

Distal End Cutter (Safety Hold) w/Long Handle 
Long handle option that can easily cut all types of wires ranging from  
�012" (�30 mm) to �021" x �025" (�53 mm x �64 mm)�

 205-101XL

Hard Wire Cutter
Designed to cut hard wire up to �022" x �028" (�56 mm x �71 mm)�

 205-104

Multi-Use Cutter
Designed to cut soft-wire pins and ligature wire up to �015" (�38 mm)� 205-105

Mini Pin & Ligature Cutter
The smaller tips on this model allow access into hard-to-reach areas� Designed to cut 
soft-wire pins, elastics, and ligature wire up to �012" (�30 mm)�

205-106

Micro Mini Pin & Ligature Cutter 
The fine tips on this model allow access into hard-to-reach areas� Designed to cut soft-
wire pins, elastics, and ligature wire up to �012" (�30 mm)�

205-107
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INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH CUTTING UTILITY INSTRUMENTS 

   ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Micro Mini Pin & Ligature Cutter, 15° Angled
15˚ offset with fine tips allow access into hard-to-reach areas� Designed to cut  
soft-wire pins, elastics, and ligature wire up to �012" (�30 mm)�

205-109

Micro Cutter
The extra fine tips allow access to tight inter-bracket areas� Designed to cut  
soft-wire pins, elastics, and ligature wire up to �012" (�30 mm)�

205-110

Distal End Cutter Safety Hold & Flush Cut
The safety hold cutter cuts flush distal to the buccal tube� Cuts all types of 
archwires up to �020" round (�51 mm) or �019" x �025" (�48 mm x �64 mm) 
rectangular�

Replacement Silicone Insert (3 per pack)

205-111

205-011

 ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Weingart Pliers 
Serrated tips hold wires firmly in the mouth� Tapered beaks fit easily into  
hard-to-reach areas�

205-202

How Pliers
Serrated tips are designed for superior wire gripping�  
How Pliers are useful for placement and removal of  
archwires pins, and other auxiliaries�

205-203

TRIUMPH UTILITY INSTRUMENTS 
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INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH UTILITY INSTRUMENTS

 ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Adhesive Removing Pliers
Superior tip design allows easy access to remove excess adhesive after 
debonding� Double ended replaceable blade�

Adhesive Remover - Replacement Blade
Adhesive Remover - ¼" Replacement Pads (6)

205-206

205-206B
205-206T

Posterior Band Remover, Long
Safely and quickly removes posterior bands� The pointed tip  
slides under the band while the plastic tip protects the occlusal  
surface of the tooth for easy band removal and patient comfort�

Band Remover 3⁄16" Replacement Pads (6)
Band Remover ¼" Replacement Pads (6)

205-207

205-207T
205-207TT

Debonding Pliers
Safely and easily removes steel, ceramic, and plastic direct bond brackets and 
remaining adhesive from the tooth surface�

205-219

Angulated Debonding Pliers
The angulated design quickly and easily removes anterior and posterior  
direct bond brackets�

205-220XL

Crown & Band Contouring Pliers
Ideal for reshaping molar bands and crowns�

205-221
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   ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Jarabak Pliers
Excellent for precise wire bending and forming of loops� The fine serrations 
on the square beak and three precision grooves permit accurate and intricate 
bends and loops� Wires up to �020" (�51 mm)

205-301

Three Jaw Pliers
Adjust clasps, retainers, and archwires without marring the wire� The precision 
tips are carefully beveled to create extreme accuracy in adjustments� Wires up 
to  
�030" (�76 mm)

205-302

Bird Beak Pliers
An instrument for all types of wire bending� The round and pyramid shaped  
tapered beaks will work with any size wire up to �030" (�76 mm)�

205-304

Light Wire Pliers with Groove
Precision tapered beaks allow intricate bends and loops in archwires up to  
�020" (�51 mm)� The groove ensures a no-slip grip�

205-305

Tweed Loop Forming Pliers
Excellent for making precise loops in �045" (1�1 mm), �060" (1�5 mm), and  
�075" (1�9 mm) diameters in wires up to �022" x �025" (�53 mm x �64 mm)�

205-306

Rectangular Arch Forming Pliers
Easily torque and bend wires without nicking the archwire�  
�070" (1�8 mm) blade width� Wires up to �022" x �025" (�53 mm x �64 mm)

205-308

INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH WIRE FORMING INSTRUMENTS 
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ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Lingual Arch Forming Pliers
Forms double-back and triple-back bends in �030" and �036" wire for lingual 
sheaths�

205-309

Hollow Chop Contouring Pliers
Smooth working surfaces allow for consistent forming and contouring of arches 
up to �030" (�76 mm)�

205-310

Light Wire Pliers
Precision tapered beaks allow intricate bends and loops in archwires up to  
�020" (�51 mm)�

205-318

Stop (V-Bend) Pliers
Place an accurate 1 mm V-Bend with one simple squeeze to shorten archwire or 
provide a positive stop� Wires up to �022" x �025" (�53 mm x �64 mm)

205-321

NiTi Three Jaw Pliers
Bends and forms NiTi and all other archwires up to �020" (�51 mm)�

205-322

Bird Beak Pliers with Cutter
A versatile instrument that bends and cuts archwires up to �022" x �025"  
(�53 mm x �64 mm)�

205-325

INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH WIRE FORMING INSTRUMENTS
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 ITEM DESCRIPTION CATALOG NO.

Long Tapered Bird Beak Pliers
Long tapered beaks allow for intricate bends of archwires up to �022" x �025"  
(�53 mm x �64 mm)�

205-326

NiTi Distal Cinch Back Pliers
Cinches and bends NiTi wire distal to buccal tube� Wires up to �025" (�63 mm)

205-327

Narrow Tip
The narrow tip Mathieu style needle holder has serrated tips� Safety Lock  
reduces the chances of gloves catching in the ratchet, while the  
double spring allows instant opening and closing�  
Excellent for placement of ligature  
wires and elastomeric ties�

205-402

Smaha Ultra Fine Tip
The ultra fine tip Mathieu style needle holder has serrated tips� This Mathieu 
instrument is exceptional for use when placing elastic ligature ties�  
Safety Lock reduces the chances of gloves catching in  
the ratchet, while the double spring  
allows instant opening and closing� 

205-403

INSTRUMENTS

TRIUMPH WIRE FORMING PLIERS/LIGATING INSTRUMENTS


